Movements of Boat No. 234
February 4th - March 19th 1907
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It is difficult to give an exact time for journeys on the canal — some boats worked non-stop, and others tied up for a few
hours rest at night. Journey times can best be calculated by working on a maximum speed of 3mph, with four locks per
hour. This gives 64 hours, or just over three days, for the journey from Leeds to Liverpool. Much of the merchandise
traffic on the canal was from Liverpool to East Lancashire. It would take about 30 hours, a similar time to railways, given
that railway wagons had to be marshalled into trains, which was quite time-consuming.
The chart above represents the travels of boat No. 234, one of the canal company’s fly boats, so called because they could
work day and night. Most of the time No. 234 would be towed by a steam boat, though when working into Yorkshire, a
horse would tow the boat from Burnley or Foulridge, with a horse marine employed to lead the horse along the towpath.
The dotted lines signify when the boat was travelling empty, and the red dots, loading and unloading.
The table on the left was published in 1846,
and shows some of the traffics on the canal at
that time, though it is by no means complete.
The passenger boat between Blackburn and
Burnley stopped shortly after this date. Both
Church and Alleytroyds are mentioned,
though today they are essentially the same
place.
The average speed of 2½ miles an hour takes
into account the time for passing through
locks.

The table above gives details of the cargoes carried in the ten years after 1876. Note the increase in merchandise, which
was the result of the canal company ending the lease of this traffic to a group of railway companies. The traffic had been
leased from 1850 to 1873, with the railways companies hoping to take this traffic off the canal. They had done so to some
extent, but offered such poor service that the canal company was soon able to take back any which it had lost.
The other traffics listed — coal, limestone manure, etc — were not affected by the lease, and had continued to be carried
as normal during the railway lease. They were essentially local traffics, with an average journey of just over 15 miles,
compared to the merchandise traffic’s 30 mile average. Much of the latter was between Liverpool and East Lancashire,
the travels of boat No. 234 showing how its work concentrated in that area.

How did the canal company control traffic on the
canal and receive its income? These two notes from
1823 show the simple methods used originally. They
record, top, goods carried to Skipton (general cargo),
Barnoldswick, Gargrave and Blackburn (oil cake for
animal food). Note the mis-spelling of Gargrave, as
many workers would not be properly educated at this
time. The lower note records goods carried to Gargrave, Blackburn and Chorley (general cargo), and Blackburn (blue
slates). Botany Bay was the location of the canal warehouse in Chorley, possibly so-called because of the living conditions
there. Thos, Tyrer’s family were based in Burscough, and became one of the largest general cargo carriers in the 1840s.

From 1850 to 1873, a group of railway companies leased the general cargo traffic on the canal in the hope of transferring
this to their lines. They did move around half this traffic to rail, but many cargoes continued to be carried by canal. This note
records 30 tons of cargo — it could be cheese as it is for Stones, a grocery business — carried from Blackburn to Liverpool
in April 1856. The money was paid by the L&LC Carrying Co, a railway-owned business, to the railway group leasing the
traffic, and was issued from the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway’s offices in Salford.

By the date of this note, 29th November 1888, the canal company had ended the railway’s lease and taken back the carriage of
general cargoes on the canal. It records six barrels of salt carried from Nova Scotia Warehouse, Blackburn, to Eanam Wharf,
Blackburn. Such a short journey may have been necessary as storage was limited at Nova Scotia. The canal company was
working hard to win traffic back from the railways at this time, and the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway had to lay staff off
at Burnley because the canal was so successful at this.

Above is a wartime delivery note for 1000 boxes of cheese, carried from
Leeds to Bingley. Food stuffs were a major traffic at this time, with canal
warehouses used for storage.
Below is an advice note from 1951, telling G & T Earle Ltd that 460
bags of cement had been delivered to Blackburn by Kennet. The canal
company warehouses were used by Earles as their local delivery centres
for the various towns along the canal’s route. Tate & Lyles had a similar
agreement for using canal warehouses as local distribution centres.

By the 20th century, the whole process of keeping
in touch with boat movements and cargoes
had become much more organised, especially
following the introduction of the telephone,
with the canal towpath used by early telephone
companies for their wires. However, records still
had to be kept, and above is a card which had to
be filled in by the lock keeper or agent at specific
locations to record the passage of boats. This one
is for a light, or unloaded, boat travelling from
Gargrave to Dean Lock, where it may have picked
up a cargo of coal.

